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HIDEKI SMITH, DEMON QUELLER - 1hr YA Adventure Series 
  
LOGLINE: 
Two Japanese American siblings battle ancient demons trying to destroy their rural North Carolina high school. 

PREMISE: 
Practically no one seems to care that Caleb and his big sister Emily are half-Japanese, and that’s the way they 
prefer it. High School in rural North Carolina is complicated enough, considering Caleb’s mastery of screwing up. 
But when a racist remark from a fellow student humiliates Caleb, he takes off into the nearby foothills, and lands 
flat on his face in front of a Shinto shrine tucked in the Blue Ridge Mountains: a shrine he knows for a fact wasn’t 
there the day before. But the weird apparition is just part of a bigger mystical occurrence which leaves Caleb with 
fledgling combat skills... and his sister Emily with a foxtail. Now their heritage and hidden ancestral abilities may 
be all that stand between a tiny mountain town and some newly freed/totally pissed off demons from Ancient 
Japanese folklore.



 

TONE: 
Hideki Smith is part monster-of-the week (YA adventure, think Buffy the Vampire Slayer set in 
the Deep South in 2018) and part small town drama (like Friday Night Lights, we’ll see how 
the external crises shed light on the internal tensions of a rural town). But these aren’t your 
typical sexy teens caught in mythological battles – these heroes are misfits, the outliers of 
their school, struggling with an aspect of their identity that separates them from their peers, 
be it race, gender identity, economic disparity, or simply a different way of seeing the world.  
The show will also expand beyond the high school to include the family dynamics of our 
leads, as well as their relationship to the town – and ultimately to the shady fracking operation 
which supports the town financially while slowly destroying the environment. 

SETTING:  
Set in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina, Caleb’s high school feels a lot like many 
small town high schools around the country. A little anachronistic, Blue Ridge High seems 
isolated from the present day issues of urban schools – since everyone knows everyone, 
secrets are a little harder to hide, and random violence can be particularly shocking. 
But now the outside world is pushing its way into the lives of this sleepy town in more ways 
than one – as a new fracking operation moves in on the nearby mountain range, its intrusion 
also brings outsiders and new tensions among the long-term residents… and opens up a 
whole new dimension of monsters in the ancient depths of the mountain chain… 

JAPANESE MYTHOLOGY: 
The ancient folklore of Japan focuses on the connection between the spirit world and the 
Earth, having its origins in agricultural traditions. Its creatures range from horrific and purely 
evil, to mischievous, tragic, or utterly ridiculous. These stories, their purpose, reflect 
humanity’s complicated relationship with the planet, each other, and the afterlife.  In a time 
when coming of age in America is now fraught with the dangers of school shootings, racial 
tension, and the disconnect of social media, a pantheon of spirits who embody that chaos of 
contradictions is a perfect reflection of the absurdity of being an American teenager in 2018. 



CALEB ‘HIDEKI’ SMITH, 15, geeky, awkward, a loner. (Think Ryan Potter) Academically 
middling, athletically hopeless, clumsy, self-effacing, desperate to be left alone. Doesn’t know 
who he is or how he fits in. There are kids at his high school that call him “Chinese,” like it’s his 
name. His mixed race background makes him feel “half”: not a full person, certainly not the full 
American his parents want, and yet he doesn’t feel remotely Japanese. Even his sister Emily’s 
manga and anime collection make him feel alienated. He spars a lot with his cute, popular sister 
who he loves and resents in equal measure, teasing her ruthlessly for doing whatever will make 
her fit in, at least partly because that’s an art he can’t master. His bird-watching hobby allows him 
to pursue a fascination with camouflage and being unseen, since what he thinks he wants out of 
life is to go unnoticed. He’s generally passive, hesitant, slow to make decisions, all of which will 
be turned on their heads when he becomes a supernaturally gifted demon queller forced to take 
the bull by the horns if he is to survive, sometimes literally... Caleb’s newly discovered physical 
prowess will put him in the center of attention at his school, inviting retribution from a football 
star nemesis, and forcing him to redefine for himself what it means to belong… 

EMILY ‘KAZUKO’ SMITH, 17 (Think Lyrica Okano) Caleb’s older cheerleader sister. Socially more adept than her nerdy kid 
brother, and bordering on cool (at least till she develops a foxtail). She’s on the swim team and a cheerleader. Her half Japanese-
ness makes her “exotic” while it merely makes Caleb weird. She has a private manga collection which gives her insight into her 
culture that her brother doesn’t have, and she even speaks some Japanese. Plucky, resourceful and tough minded, she has a 

soft spot for Caleb, though she gets tired of covering for him and being his buffer against the 
world. When the quake awakens their ancient abilities, Emily’s specific powers don’t arise fully 
baked - she’s stuck with a foxtail she can’t control.  But eventually her gift will manifest as the 
ability to shapeshift into a fox - known as a kitsune in Japanese folklore - and what at first seems 
like a simple curse will evolve into something much more complex. While in her fox form, Emily 
is able to hide in places she shouldn’t be - over-hearing conversations not meant for her ears. 
Other supernatural talents that come from her foxy heritage will evolve in time, including an 
ability to change into other things. In order to serve her destined purpose, she has to learn the 
value of not always being the center of attention, and grudgingly will accept that some of what 
Caleb has said about her pursuing popularity for its own sake was true. One day she might be 
happier doing her own thing instead of running with the cool kids, but it’s a tough thing to 
unlearn. 



JENNY ITSUKO SMITH, The mother. Japanese, late 40s, and the brains behind the family-run convenience store. Driven, anxious and 

focused, Jenny is obsessed with her family being successful Americans, so much so that she effectively bans all things Japanese from 

their lives. She loves her kids, but she’s a workaholic, a perfectionist and very rule-oriented, all of which puts her at odds with her son. She 
may also have a tiny bit of magic buried very deep down, though she may never allow herself to see it even if it was pointed out to her… 

Her relationship to Stephen is the kind of partnership that a kid might turn their nose up at, expecting outward displays of emotion as 
proof of love. These two won’t be great at that, but loyalty in action is what sustains them through the struggles. Their relationship no 

longer looks as romantic on the surface because it became something deeper a long time ago. In the course of the show both Caleb and 

Emily will question the integrity of their parental structure - and the pressures of their secret identities will cause rifts - but the bond is 
strong  between Jenny and Stephen, showing up best in a crisis. 

  
STEPHEN SMITH, The father. White, early 50s, almost fiercely ordinary, Stephen was born a working class Northern Brit who committed to 

living in the US after meeting Jenny. His brand of Englishness is gritty, taciturn and no nonsense, but don’t make the mistake of thinking 

that he lacks passion or—when called upon—serious toughness. He likes the quiet life--and loves his little antiques and collectibles shop 
tacked uncomfortably onto the convenience store his wife runs--but still waters run deep.He has a dry wit and a rebellious streak that 

endear him to his kids, but he doesn’t rock the boat at home or work, and defers to his wife where the kids are concerned. Mostly.  He 
doesn’t really understand his kids’ identity worries, but he understands growing up feeling inadequate (in his case, not posh enough) and 

he’ll put his life on the line for them in a heartbeat. Conscious that he has internalized his own difference in ways that make him 

something of a loner, Stephen over-compensates with Caleb, pushing him to ‘get out a bit’ by encouraging him (pressuring him) to try out 
for the school football team: his version of Jenny’s full-press cultural-assimilation!  And Stephen has NO IDEA what to do with Emily… 

That’s ‘ask your mom’ territory. Stephen will be our proxy for disbelief - he’ll be the last person to ‘see’ the mythological occurrences. But 
this isn’t your ‘dumb dad’ trope - Stephen’s wisdom lies in saying nothing, and hearing everything. And if you think English chaps are all 

effete and bumbling, you’ve never met a bloke from industrial Lancashire... 

O-BACHAN, The maternal grandmother, estranged, mysterious, cute. Also eventually revealed to be the mother of all demons. Lives in 

an odd little house on the edge of the woods crammed with remnants of her life in Japan. Jenny and her mother never really saw eye-to-
eye, and Jenny’s movement away from all things Japanese means that the kids rarely see their grandmother even though she lives close 

by. When the teens seek her out in an attempt to learn more about their mystical heritage she welcomes them with open arms, delighted 

to share the heritage which has been denied them by their parents, even letting them in on a few old family secrets. She is generous, 
funny, an excellent cook of traditional Japanese recipes and is, above all, glad to be back in their lives, though she urges them to keep 

their little get-togethers from their parents, and Caleb in particular, feeling isolated from his parents, bonds with her. 



STUDENTS AT BLUE RIDGE HIGH - MAIN CHARACTERS 
 The majority of every episode will feature the high school setting; monsters 
will share the stage with the scarier theme of being a teenager in 2018. Caleb and 
Emily will eventually bring their social circle into the battle, some absolutely willing, 
others less so… 

ALEX, African American back up quarterback on the school’s football team, 
desperate to prove himself and be the team’s first black Quarterback. Feels 
constrained by the mostly white town’s expectations of him. Begins as a rival to 
Caleb (he’s the one who makes the racial slur) but stumbles onto the truth about 
Caleb/Hideki’s gifts and becomes a friend and ally. 
  
AYISHA, Alex’s twin sister. Clever, academic and musical , Ayisha nevertheless feels like no one takes her seriously. She’s the love 
interest of the series for Caleb, but her sense of him comes through her brother so it’s going to take a long time before she notices 
him. By that time Alex’s insight into Caleb/Hideki’s secret identity will ensure that her brother wants Ayisha to have nothing to do 
with him for her own sake. This will, of course, pique Ayisha’s curiosity... 
  
MADISON, Pretty white high school girl Caleb has a crush on at the start, partly because all the guys have a crush on her. His 
interest in her won’t survive the pilot episode, but after the various traumas of her experience which she pretends to have 
forgotten, she will later develop a fascination with all things Japanese, including him. 
  

JOEY, Actually, Josephine, though she hates that. Tomboyish in an androgynous sort of 
way, and deeply Goth, Joey is another of the school’s outcasts. Dry, witty, and skeptically 
realistic, she has absolutely no time for anything other people claim to be supernatural. 
Caleb starts off thinking she’s just weird, but will later befriend Joey, though he’s terrified of 
her finding out just how weird he really is.  
  
TYLER J. MILLER III, Son of the mayor, starting QB for the school’s first team, and leader of 
the school’s preppier kids. He sees the school, the town, and the future as his for the 
taking. He’s glib, handsome, and smart in the same short term, self interested way that rats 
are smart, but he is also deeply unpleasant, cruel and casually racist.



THE PILOT 

 The pilot begins with a flashback to the Japanese demon hunter 
Raiko sealing an ogre-like Oni in its mountain prison… Then we move 
to present day Portersville, NC – a small mining town. Rumors are 
filtering down to the local high school about an accident at the new 
fracking plant in the mountains, and there have been odd sightings on 
the school grounds close to an abandoned well: a faceless woman in an 
antique kimono has been terrorizing jocks after dark. One of them has 
gone missing… 
 Which means tryouts for the football team at school. Caleb, who 
is constantly being badgered by his parents to be “more American” 
reluctantly goes along. It doesn’t go well. After a racially charged 
incident when he drops a pass from Alex, the backup QB, Caleb runs 
off and hides in a nearby local landmark, an old barn. As if his clumsiness wasn’t enough on the football field, he doubles down when 
he accidentally sets fire to the building, then flees into the mountains in disgrace. He is followed by his older sister, Emily, and together 
they stumble on an ancient Shinto shrine hidden in the woods. A mystical experience with a spiritual presence leaves them with odd 
gifts: Caleb becomes more agile and strong than he was, while his sister, to her embarrassment, grows a fox tail! 

Suspecting that everything which has happened is somehow linked to their Japanese heritage (and getting nothing but stone 
walling from their parents about anything concerning that side of their heritage) the siblings seek out their estranged grandmother: O-
Bachan. They go to her remote house but find that the woman they thought was her is actually a shape-shifting faceless demon. They 
manage to fight off the demon with the help of an animated iron teapot which behaves like a pet dog. They release their real 
grandmother who is tied up in a trunk in the back, from whom they learn their family’s strange and magical history. She says an ancient 
demon has been roused in the mountains.  There’s much worse coming and it’s Caleb’s job to fight them. 

Caleb wants nothing to do with it. Life is hard enough for him without having to risk his life protecting people who don’t even 
recognize him as part of the community! But then Madison, the girl he’s been interested in, is taken by the faceless shape-shifter and 
the town’s sheriff launches an all-out search. Caleb and Emily, with help from a few other high school misfits, are drawn to the 
abandoned old well and find a cave inside, blown out by the pressure from the fracking, which the faceless woman has made her 
larder: bodies are hanging there, some dead and drained of blood for her stew pot, some still alive. Being a seductress, the monster 
offers Caleb what he wants most - to fit in - explaining that his abilities are connected to his birthright. He is part yokai, and the demon 
knows how to help his powers manifest. No more being weird, being picked on. In her enchanting mouth it sounds tempting. So it is 
Emily who must convince him to choose humanity and human values, and though in the moment he does - wanting to save Madison 
and test the limits of his new abilities - this will be a constant struggle for the series: how to reconcile helping people who don’t really 
accept him for who he is…



THE SERIES: 
The small mountain town of Portersville is about to be the center of a major demon invasion. Centuries ago an ancient demon queller in Japan 
narrowly defeated and entombed a horrific Oni (Demon) in a mountainside, sundering the fabric of reality in the process. Now, his ancestors, Caleb 
and Emily are managing the day-to-day stresses of being teenagers, when a local fracking operation breaches the tomb of the demon.  Why a 
mountainside in North Carolina is connected to Japan from 300 years ago, is an excellent question, but it is a mystery that won’t be addressed until 
much later in the first season.  In the meantime, here are the major story beats that Caleb and Emily will travel as they slowly unravel the series of 
weird coincidences in their sleepy hometown.  

• At the convergence of a few key events (a trauma in the football team, Caleb’s bad bad day at school, the fracking operation’s bad bad day blowing 
up a mountain, O-bachan’s good good day summoning other-worldly support): Caleb and Emily’s inherent demon queller abilities are triggered. At 
least the early stages.  For the moment they have no idea what is going on - just that something supernatural has possibly occurred in the woods, 
and now Caleb is more athletic, and Emily has a foxtail that is very difficult to hide. 

• The first ramifications are that Caleb suddenly has social cred, and Emily is suddenly in real danger of being labeled a freak. None of it can be 
shared with their parents (thus we begin the theme of “Who can you trust?”), so the siblings will approach their estranged Japanese grandma, O-
bachan. From this point we begin the journey of exploring their Japanese heritage, grappling with how it is in some ways very different from their 
personal (American) experience, but also inherent in their bloodline. O-bachan will appear to be a great resource and support, but ultimately she is 
our big bad. 

• As the demons in the mountain begin to pour out and cause mischief, Caleb and Emily will build a team of friends to help them manage the chaos 
while investigating the source. In the first half of the season the audience (and our heroes) will be led to believe that the larger menace is the mayor, 
and by proxy his over-privileged son Tyler. The series will drive toward the common tropes of evil politician, power-grabbing corporate entities, and 
the shameful environmental scourge of fracking. But those answers are too easy. The bigger theme is identity, and naturally connected to that is 
personal responsibility. Who are you and what is your role? 

• The midseason twist will pit the friends against each other. As assumption after assumption crumbles about who is responsible, the trail leads closer 
and closer to home, splitting up Emily and Caleb, causing them to question their trust in each other. O-bachan is orchestrating this division from the 
shadows, playing the dual roles of villain and mentor. 

• Both Emily and Caleb will discover separate pieces of the puzzle, allowing the audience to connect the dots, (though they won’t be quite so clear 
for our heroes)… Caleb and Emily are part Queller, and part Demon. And they will be tempted by both sides - Caleb learning about and embracing 
the Queller element, and Emily stumbling upon (and struggling with) the Demon element. At the root of the mystery is their own ancestry. O-bachan 
is the mother of the Oni that their great grandfather, the Demon Queller, originally imprisoned. O-bachan is hell-bent on finding a way to release 
her son from his prison, and she has infiltrated the bloodline of the demon quellers in order to figure out a way to do so. 

• Ultimately Caleb and Emily will (through training and research) be capable of solving the mystery of the demon incursion, and how to defeat the 
newly freed Oni. O-bachan will escape capture, however, and live to fight another day. And the massive battles within the small town will attract 
more demons, so Emily and Caleb will (after season one) be in a position to become protectors of their town.  



BIO: 
A.J. Hartley is the New York Times best-selling author of fifteen novels for kids and adults among which are 
Steeplejack, the Darwen Arkwright series and a couple of projects written with Tom DeLonge of Blink 182. 
He is also, implausible though it sounds, the Robinson Professor of Shakespeare at UNC Charlotte. Though 
born and raised in the UK, he met his wife, pediatrician, Phaenarete Osako, in Japan and moved to 
Charlotte, NC. Hideki Smith is a collaboration between A.J. and Phaenarete, which is in no way intended to 
embarrass their son, Sebastian, who has just started high school - a mystical occurrence they are just barely 
dealing with.


